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The stochastic kinetics of chemical reaction networks can be described by the master equation, which provides the time
course evolution of the probability distribution across the discrete state space consisting of vectors of population levels
of the interacting species. Since solving the master equation exactly is very difficult in general due to the combinatorial
explosion of the state space size, several analytical approximations have been proposed. The deterministic rate equation
(DRE) offers a macroscopic view of the system by means of a system of differential equations that estimate the average
populations for each species, but it may be inaccurate in the case of nonlinear interactions such as in mass-action
kinetics. Here we propose finite state expansion (FSE), an analytical method that mediates between the microscopic
and the macroscopic interpretations of a chemical reaction network by coupling the master equation dynamics of a
chosen subset of the discrete state space with the population dynamics of the DRE. This is done via an algorithmic
translation of a chemical reaction network into a target expanded one where each discrete state is represented as a
further distinct chemical species. The translation produces a network with stochastically equivalent dynamics, but the
DRE of the expanded network can be interpreted as a correction to the original ones. Through a publicly available
software implementation of FSE, we demonstrate its effectiveness in models from systems biology which challenge
state-of-the-art techniques due to the presence of intrinsic noise, multi-scale population dynamics, and multi-stability.
The following article has been submitted to the Journal of
Chemical Physics
I. INTRODUCTION
Chemical reaction networks are a fundamental model to
analyze species that interact stochastically through reaction
channels according to dynamics governed by the well-known
master equation.1 This provides a microscopic description in
terms of a set of coupled linear differential equations, each
defining the time course of a discrete state of the system as a
vector of population counts of the chemical species involved.
It is widely understood, however, that the analysis of the mas-
ter equation is intractable in general, since analytical solu-
tions are available only in special cases and direct numeri-
cal integration is hindered by the combinatorial growth of the
state space as a function of the abundances of the species.
Networks with large numbers of species and reactions, and
the correspondingly huge state spaces that they typically sub-
sume, also have a considerable impact on the computational
cost of stochastic simulation methods.2 In addition, forgoing
an analytical treatment in favor of simulation may preclude
other important studies such as stability, perturbation analy-
sis, bifurcation, and parameter inference.3 In all these cases it
is useful to consider analytical approximations of the master
equation that trade off precision with cost.
The deterministic rate equation (DRE) provides a macro-
scopic dynamical view of a chemical reaction network by as-
sociating one ordinary differential equation with each species.
The DRE solution gives the exact mean population levels as
a function of time if each reaction’s propensity function is
linear, as occurs, for instance, in monomolecular chemical
reaction networks.2 With nonlinear propensity functions, un-
der mild conditions the DRE does give the true expectations
only in the thermodynamic limit.4 Away from this asymptotic
regime, nonlinear propensities lead to DREs that provide only
an approximation to the true mean dynamics. This is the case,
for example, in models of cell regulation which depend on
low-abundance species (in the order of a few units) to de-
scribe the behavior of genes.5 Processes such as activation and
deactivation that vary with time as a result of various inter-
actions may introduce significant variability in gene expres-
sion,6 caused by inherent stochasticity in the bio-molecular
processes involved.7,8 Since such forms of noise are not ac-
counted for in the DRE, approximation errors may be large.
Here we present finite state expansion (FSE), a method
which offers a mediation between the discrete and continu-
ous representations of the master equation and the DRE, re-
spectively. The former can be interpreted as corresponding
to a situation where every discrete state is tracked; the latter,
on the other hand, corresponds to the situation where no dis-
creteness is kept and the chemical species are observed only
through their approximate average populations. In essence,
FSE bridges these two descriptions by keeping track dis-
cretely of only a user-defined subset of the state space, while
collapsing the rest as a continuous approximation.
FSE is realized by means of a systematic translation of a
chemical reaction network (with arbitrary propensity func-
tions) into an expanded one which features additional species
and modified reactions. Specifically, each tracked discrete
state is represented as a new auxiliary species; the original set
of reactions is transformed such that the dynamics of the aux-
iliary species are coupled with those of the original species,
whose role is to buffer the probability mass that falls out of
the state space that is tracked. In this respect, FSE can be seen
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as a mass-preserving variation to the well-known finite state
projection method, which truncates the state space.9
FSE enjoys two useful properties. The first concerns its
soundness, in the sense that any expanded chemical reaction
network is stochastically equivalent to the original one. In
other words, their master equations can be put in exact corre-
spondence with each other. This is formally done by proving
a result of aggregation for Markov chains known as ordinary
lumpability.10 It essentially states that the state space of the
expanded network can be projected onto a lower-dimensional
one which still satisfies the Markov property and which turns
out to correspond to the original network. Importantly, such
exact correspondence does not carry over to the respective
DREs of the original and the expanded networks. Indeed,
any expansion arising from a strict subset of the discrete state
space will lead to a DRE with more equations, which can
be interpreted as refining terms for the mean estimates. We
demonstrate this experimentally with a number of case studies
taken from the systems biology literature. Our second theoret-
ical contribution is a result of asymptotic correctness, stating
that if every discrete state is tracked then the DRE of the ex-
panded network corresponds to the master equation.
There are several approaches for improving the accuracy of
the DRE. These include moment-closure approximations,11
the effective mesoscopic rate equation, which adds correc-
tion terms to van Kampen’s well-known system size expan-
sion,12,13, and hybrid techniques;14 Ref. 3 offers an up-to-
date review. However, these methods are applicable under
certain assumptions such as smoothness of the propensity
functions,12,15,16 mass-action kinetics,17–21 specific structure
of the chemical reaction network, e.g., to describe gene regu-
latory systems,22 and species that can be partitioned into low-
and high-abundance classes.14,23,24 FSE, instead, can be ap-
plied to any chemical reaction network in principle. Addition-
ally, the case studies presented in this paper were chosen as
representative instances that may challenge the quality of the
approximations by state-of-the-art methods. With these mod-
els we show that FSE improves mean estimates when imple-
mentations of moment-closure approximations give unphysi-
cal results or when the hybrid method from Ref. 14 experi-
ences numerical difficulties. Otherwise, FSE may outperform
the effective mesoscopic rate equation, and provide more ac-
curate approximations than finite state projection when both
methods track the same subset of the discrete state space.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces
notation and overviews the definitions of the master equation
and the DRE, which are at the basis of the FSE method. Sec-
tion III presents FSE and proves theoretical results. In Sec-
tion IV FSE is applied to a number of case studies, which
are further used in Section V for a comparison against state-
of-the-art techniques to improve mean estimates in reaction
networks. Section VI concludes the paper with a discussion
of the capabilities of our proposed method.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In order to introduce the FSE method, we first require some
preliminary mathematical theory and notation. Consider a set
of species S . Then, NS and RS are the sets of all integer
and real-valued vectors, respectively, with coordinates repre-
sented by the elements in S . For a given vector σ ∈ RS
(or σ ∈ NS ), we denote by σS the value of the component
corresponding to species S ∈S . We define the following op-
erations for any two σ ,µ ∈ RS .
Minimum: σ ∧µ is such that (σ ∧µ)S = min(σS,µS) for all
S ∈S .
Saturated subtraction: σ 	 µ is such that (σ 	µ)S =
max(0,σS−µS) for all S ∈S .
Projection: GivenP ⊆S , σ|P ∈RP is such that (σ|P)P =
σP for all P ∈P .
Mapping: GivenP ⊆S , and a function m :S →P , σm ∈
RP is such that σmP = ∑m(S)=PσS, for all P ∈P .
We generalize binary operations to the case where operands
σ and µ are such that σ ∈ RS1 and µ ∈ RS2 , withS1 6=S2:
each binary operation treats them as elements of RS1∪S2 .
A reaction network is a pair (S ,R), where R is a set of
reactions. Each reaction is provided as a triple denoted by
ρ f−→ pi, (1)
where ρ ∈ NS are the reactants, pi ∈ NS are the products,
and f is the propensity function, f : RS → R+0 , with arbi-
trary form. We will use the standard notation for reactants
and products whereby only the nonzero components are writ-
ten out, separated by the plus sign. For instance, given the
speciesS = {A,B,C}, the reaction
A+2B
f−→C (2)
corresponds to Eq. (1) with ρA = 1, ρB = 2, ρC = 0 and piA =
piB = 0, piC = 1.
A discrete state of a reaction network is described by a vec-
tor σ ∈ NS , where σS denotes the population of species S
in that state. Then, f (σ) is a non-negative real which gives
the parameter of the exponential distribution that governs the
firing time of that reaction. Upon firing, the system may tran-
sition from state σ to σ + pi − ρ , thus defining a stochastic
dynamics in terms of a Markov jump process.
Stochastically, the behavior of a reaction network is defined
by the (chemical) master equation. It gives the probability
Pσ (t) of finding the Markov chain in state σ at time t:
dPσ (t)
dt
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi
− f (σ)Pσ (t)+ f (σ +ρ−pi)Pσ+ρ−pi(t).
It is worth remarking that the master equation is defined
for all σ ∈ NS . However, it solution will be nonzero only
for those states that are reachable from the states that have
nonzero probability at time t = 0. The reachable set of states,
also called the state space, can be defined as the smallest set
such that the following hold:
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1. σ is in the reachable set if Pσ (0)> 0;
2. σ is in the reachable set if σ ′ is in the reachable set and
there exists a reaction ρ f−→ pi such that σ ′+pi−ρ = σ .
Throughout the reminder of this article, for simplicity (and
without loss of generality) we will consider networks where
the initial probability distribution Pσ (0) is concentrated in
one state only, which is called the initial state. Additionally
we shall restrict to well-defined reaction networks where each
propensity function evaluates to zero for all multisets that do
not have the minimum population counts described by the re-
actants. Formally, a reaction network is well-defined if every
reaction ρ f−→ pi is such that f (σ) = 0 if ρ > σ (the inequal-
ities shall be intended component-wise from now on). This
guarantees that the Markov chain does not reach states with
negative population counts.
The state space, hence the number of equations required
for stochastic analysis, may be finite or infinite depending on
the network stoichiometries. Even in the case of finite state
spaces, its size may grow combinatorially large with the popu-
lation counts of the initial state. This may practically preclude
exact analysis in most models of interest. The DRE provides
a compact model with |S | variables. Each variable approxi-
mates the expected population level of each species at time t,
denoted by the vector X(t) ∈ RS , as the solution of the fol-
lowing system of differential equations:
dX(t)
dt
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi
f (X(t))(pi−ρ).
Notice that the true expected population counts, denoted by
E[Y ], are known to satisfy the system
dE[Y (t)]
dt
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi
E[ f (Y (t))](pi−ρ),
which is not self-consistent because there are no equations
for the expected values of the propensity functions appear-
ing in the right-hand sides. Essentially, the DRE closes the
true equations for the expected values by replacing E[ f (Y (t))]
with f (E[Y (t)]), introducing an approximation error if the
propensity functions are not linear. Such error is known to
vanish asymptotically when the initial population levels go to
infinity and the DRE is understood as a system of re-scaled
equations for the concentrations of species, rather than abso-
lute population counts.4
III. THE FINITE STATE EXPANSION METHOD
The FSE approach rests on the idea of obtaining DRE-type
equations that mediate between the discreteness of the state
space in the master equation and the continuous interpreta-
tion of the DRE, through an expansion of the reaction net-
work where these two representations can be seen as “limit
cases”. Specifically, given a reaction network, the original set
of species S is meant to represent the continuous dynamics.
This is expanded with a set of auxiliary species, each repre-
senting a specific discrete state of the reaction network. The
reaction set R is then modified by replacing each original re-
action with a set of reactions that account for the interaction
between the continuous and the discrete parts. The core idea
of FSE is that the standard DRE for the expanded system carry
additional information that enables a more precise estimate of
the mean. In the following, we discuss how to formally ex-
tend the reaction network and some consistency results of the
transformation. Proofs of theorems and lemmas are reported
in Appendix A.
The auxiliary set of species is defined by the user through a
vector of parameters that stipulate an upper bound to the pop-
ulation count to be tracked discretely for each species. Thus,
in effect FSE yields a lattice of expansions depending on the
choice of the upper bounds. Let us denote by O ∈ NS the
upper bound, where each component OS gives the maximum
abundance of the species S that is to be tracked in the expan-
sion. For each discrete state o ≤ O, we denote by JoK the
corresponding auxiliary species that is considered in the ex-
pansion. Thus we may define SO to be the set of species in
the expanded network as
SO =S ∪
{JoK | o≤ O} .
For example, in a network with the single reaction as in Eq. 2,
one may choose OA = OB = OC = 1. Then, the expanded
network will have auxiliary species JAK, JBK, JCK, JA+BK,JA+CK, JB+CK, JA+B+CK, and J0K, where the last species
denotes the zero vector being tracked. We remark that, simi-
larly to the definition of the master equation, it is convenient
to consider all states within the upper bound when describing
the theory. However, also in this case, not all discrete states
may be reached depending on the stoichiometry of the reac-
tion network, hence they can be removed in practice during
the analysis.
The expanded set of reactions is built by replacing each re-
action ρ f−→ pi in the original network with a set of reactions
for each tracked state JoK as follows:
JoK+η fo−−→ Jo′K+ψ, for o≤ O, (3)
where η , ψ and o′ ∈ NS are defined componentwise by
η = ρ	o, (4)
ψ = ((o	ρ)+pi)	O,
o′ = O∧ ((o	ρ)+pi) .
Intuitively, for each original reaction as in Eq. (1), Eq. (3) con-
ditions its dynamics with respect to JoK being the discrete state
being tracked. Any expanded reaction maintains the same
overall counts of reactants and products as the originating re-
action, with a product tracked state Jo′K that results from the
addition of products and removal of reactants within the up-
per bound O; η and ψ are vectors of original species of S .
Essentially, they act as buffer species for populations that are
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not explicitly tracked. The propensity function fo is derived
from the original one f as
fo : RSO → R+0 , with fo(x) = xJoK f (o+ x|S ). (5)
This modification accounts for the fact that the tracked speciesJoK encodes additional population counts, as given by o.
For example, let us consider an expansion for the reaction in
Eq. (2) assuming that it evolves with mass-action kinetics. In
general, for a reaction with reagents ρ and kinetic parameter
k> 0, the propensity function by mass-action kinetics for state
σ is given by fk(σ) = k∏S
(σS
ρS
)
. Here the propensity function
reads:
f (x) = kxAxB(xB−1)/2.
Assuming that the upper bounds are OA = OB = OC = 1, the
expansion for the tracked state JA+BK is given by
JA+BK+B f ′−→ JCK.
Since the tracked state JA+BK does not have enough copies of
B, one further copy is used by the buffer species. The product
of this reaction does not involve any of the buffer species be-
cause JCK is within the chosen bounds. By Eq. (5), the propen-
sity function in the expanded reaction becomes
f ′(x) = kxJA+BK(1+ xA)(1+ xB)((1+ xB)−1)/2
= kxJA+BK(1+ xA)(1+ xB)xB/2.
We denote by RO the set of reactions in the expanded net-
works where the transformation in Eq. (3) is applied to every
reaction inR.
Every expansion is stochastically equivalent to the original
network, in the sense that there is a unique marginal proba-
bility distribution for the overall population of each species at
every time point. This equivalence can be stated in the sense
of ordinary lumpability for Markov chains.10 Using the mas-
ter equation, we show that the probability of being in a state in
the original reaction network equals the sum of the probabil-
ities across all states in the expanded network with the same
overall abundances for each species. This relation holds at
all time points, provided that it is satisfied for the respective
probability distributions at time 0.
Theorem 1. Let P and Pˆ denote the solutions of the master
equation in the original and expanded network, respectively.
Then it holds that
∑
o+ξ=σ
PˆJoK+ξ (0) = Pσ (0) =⇒ ∑
o+ξ=σ
PˆJoK+ξ (t) = Pσ (t),
for all t.
The theorem is proved in Appendix A. The main idea is
to show the following equivalence of the derivatives of the
master equation:
∑
o+ξ=σ
dPˆJoK+ξ
dt
=
dPσ
dt
for all σ ∈ NS .
The previous result says that when O is finite any expansion
is stochastically equivalent to the original reaction network.
By construction, if O = 0 then the original and expanded net-
works coincide. Now we consider the other limit case, namely
when the auxiliary set of species contains all discrete states,
corresponding to a fully expanded reaction network. In this
case, the DRE of the expanded network corresponds to the
master equation of the original network, hence no approxi-
mation occurs. In order to do so, we state two preliminary
results.
Lemma 2. The expansion of a well-defined reaction network
is well-defined.
The following statement proves that the expansion pre-
serves the overall population jumps. That is, for each original
reaction, every expanded reaction is such that each species is
subject to the same change of its abundance level.
Lemma 3. Let ρ f−→ pi be a reaction and JoK+η fo−→ Jo′K+ψ
its expansion according to Eq. (3). Then it holds that:
1. (o+η)	 (o′+ψ) = ρ	pi;
2. (o′+ψ)	 (o+η) = pi	ρ;
3. σ 	 (o+η)+ (o′+ψ) = σ 	 ρ + pi , for all σ ∈ NS
such that (o+η)⊆ σ .
With these two lemmata, we are now ready to state and
prove our main result of asymptotic correctness for a fully
expanded reaction network.
Theorem 4. Consider a well-defined reaction network
(S ,R) and let (SO,RO) be its expansion where
SO =S ∪
{JoK | o ∈ NS } .
Let X(t) be the DRE solution of the expanded network and
P(t) the solution of the master equation of the original net-
work at time t. Then it holds that:
i) if XS(0) = 0 then XS(t) = 0 for all t and S ∈S ;
ii) if XJoK(0) = Po(0) then XJoK(t) = Po(t), for all t and o ∈
NS .
The proof of this theorem, reported in Appendix A, is based
on showing that the right hand side of the DRE associated with
a fully expanded reaction network coincides with the master
equation. It is worth mentioning that the DRE for an expanded
network reads
dXS
dt
= ∑
ρ
fo−→pi∈RO
(piS−ρS) · fo(X), for all S ∈S . (6)
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(R1) 2X
k1 ! 3X
(R2) 3X
k2 ! 2X
(R3)
k3 ! X
(R4) X
k4 !
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(R1.1) JnK f1(n)   ! JnK+X, n = OX
(R1.2) JnK f1(n)   ! Jn+ 1K, 0  n < OX
f1(n) = JnKk1(X + n)(X + n  1)/2
(R2.1) JnK f2(n)   ! Jn  1K, 3  n  OX
(R2.2) JnK f2(n)   ! Jn  1K, 0 < n < 3
(R2.3) X + J0K f2(n)   ! J0K, n = 0
f2(n) = JnKk2(X + n)(X + n  1)(X + n  2)/6
(R3.1) JnK f3(n)   ! JnK+X, n = OX
(R3.2) JnK f3(n)   ! Jn+ 1K, 0  n < OX
f3(n) = JnKk3
(R4.1) JnK f4(n)   ! Jn  1K, 0 < n  OX
(R4.2) X + JnK f4(n)   ! JnK, n = 0
f4(n) = JnKk4(X + n)
<latexit sha1_ base64="Ql5kPmHY1vUFwsePPArq bzWenD8=">AAAGwHiclZRbbxJBFM eXWrDipa2+aHyZiDQQbLu3qA81aT QmvlkvbUkYQoZhKBt2Z7czs7a42R e/pR/Bb+HZS7kUWugkwNkzZ87/nN 8ephu4jlS6/rewdm+9WLq/8aD88N HjJ5tb209PpB8Kyo6p7/qi2SWSuQ 5nx8pRLmsGghGv67LT7vBTsn/6iw np+PynGgWs7ZEz7vQdShS4Otvrf6 ro82VAeBKB+r5AQ6OMFbtUUe27s WfUY7Szg/APRRSLODwgfCmcs4EiQ vgXUb9j1DjETAIaqPkGojh8PiDsg 3ZSWvQ17jQRxlOpzTumbhhxklhH2 GXnaf6DBfmrEwErE0A1c5fXm1DYU qm5SNCE2CnNA2QmKjuQNzuUNHmVd gieZoPXk69do76fhaZVXWdsjkGYK zA2Z0DsZiCsCYjUuJm1uQLrhRI6I M5AW7P5crRTqHRw3JZSjydTATgxy hkmQWgWojkNMf0x6/tvb2ZpjQuz VmBpLZjX5eNqrYDQuuO4jufImmdg oYWt2hmCq6rsFfq1b3uxSwbHvup6 yb9nVmP6TY97tOd7tGtJWnB3tir6 np4uNG8YuVHR8nXU2S5Ucc+noce4 oi6RsmXogWpHRCiHuiwu41CygNAh OWMtMDnxmGxH6W0Zoyp4einPvs8V Sr3TJyLiSTnyuhDpETWQ1/cS56K9 Vqj679uRw4NQMU4zoX7oIuWj5OpF PUcwqtwRGIQKB2pFdEAEoQou6BkV qTwiRqIHnXB2QX3PI7wXZeziltG OMOMyFCypIcKu24UkQ6ZQxUBYiPw pjgGscR3jvHECVxDM9ze7cvg6R7y hvdReaTXN0N5ph9oX7Ug71uj6v+J m8XnxReljaVDyS+dZ6FohP/NMm1m l3/8BhvMT0g==</latexit>
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AF
T
where the ‘+’ symbol in the reaction denotes multiset union,
and multisets ÷, Â and oÕ œ NS are given componentwise by
÷S = max(0, flS ≠ oS)
ÂS = max(0,max(0, oS ≠ flS) + fiS ≠OS)
oÕS = min(OS ,max(0, oS ≠ flS) + fiS).
Intuitively, for each original reaction, Eq. (1) considers118
its behavior with respect to each observed configuration JoK.119
Any expanded reaction maintains the same overall counts of120
educts and products as the originating reaction, with a target121
observed configuration JoÕK that results from the addition of122
products and removal of educts within the upper bound O.123
The multisets of original population classes ÷ and Â act as124
bu er pools for configurations that are not explicitly observed.125
An example of such a construction is discussed in detail in126
Fig. 1. Finally, the propensity function fo is derived from that127
of the original reaction f as128
fo : RSO æ R+0 , with fo(x) = xJoK · f(o+ x|S ), [2]129
where, for a given x œ RSO , x|S denotes its projection onto130
the original set of population classes S . This modification131
accounts for the fact that the observed state JoK encodes132
additional population counts, as given by the multiset o.133
Importantly, we prove that such a translation preserves134
the stochastic properties of the RN in the sense of ordinary135
lumpability of Markov chains (26) (see SI Appendix, SI Text).136
Denoting by Pˆ the probability distribution in the expanded137
RN, ordinary lumpability implies that138
P‡(t) =
ÿ
o+›=‡
PˆJoK+›(t), for all t and ‡ œ NS . [3]139
That is, the ME solution for a state ‡ in the original RN will140
exactly correspond to the sum of the ME solutions for all states141
in the expanded RN that track the same overall population142
levels. Furthermore, when the RN is fully expanded, i.e., when143
O = NS , we recover the original ME.144
Although the stochastic behavior of the source RN and any145
expansion are equivalent in this specific sense, their respective146
DREs are not. The target RN has |O| + |S | variables: its147
solution can be interpreted as a corrected estimate of the148
solution of the |S |-variable source DRE.149
Applications150
Schlögl’s model. The Schögl model is an extensively studied
tri-molecular scheme (29), given by the RN
A+ 2X k1≠æ 3X +A 3X k2≠æ 2X [4]
B
k3≠æ X +B X k4≠æ ÿ [5]
Here, the parameters k1, k2, k3, k4 are mass-action kinetic151
parameters. The associated propensity function is defined152
in the usual way, by counting the total distinct individual153
reactions that can occur in every state: for a reaction with154
reagents fl and kinetic parameter k, the propensity function155
for state ‡ is thus given by fk(‡) = k
r
SœS
!
‡S
flS
"
.156
The Schlögl model describes an autocatalytic process for157
species X in the presence of reservoirs for chemical species158
A and B which we assume not to vary with time. Overall,159
the scheme results in a one-dimensional RN which only tracks160
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(b) Deterministic estimates
Fig. 2. Evaluation of the Schlögl model with scheme in Eqs. 4-5 using kinetic param-
eters k1 = 3 · 10≠7, k2 = 10≠4, k3 = 10≠3, k4 = 3.5, taken from ref. (28).
A) Representative realizations of the stochastic process demonstrate bimodality, with
steady state populations approaching ca. 600 and ca. 100, respectively, when starting
from an initial condition with 200 molecules of speciesX, 106 molecules of species
A, and 2 ·106 molecules of speciesB. B) The DRE converges to a single equilibrium
(ca. 85.50, blue line), causing a noticeable discrepancy with respect to the true mean
(dotted line, computed as the average of 104 simulations). Finite state expansion
achieves excellent agreement with an upper bound OX = 650.
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Fig. 3. Numerical simulations of the genetic toggle switch in scheme (6) comparing
stochastic simulation, DRE and finite state expansions fixing OPA = OPB = 0
while using different upper bounds OM–OS for the number of copies ofMA/MB
and SA/SB (as indicated in the legend), respectively. Initial condition was the zero
state. The ODE system size for the tested choices of upper bounds is equal to
(OM + 1)2 · (OS + 1)2 + 6 (corresponding to 150, 1095 and 2310 equations for
OM–OS = 1–5, OM–OS = 2–10, and OM–OS = 2–15, respectively). Kinetic
parameters were chosen as follows: k1 = 0.05, k2 = 0.1, k3 = 1.0, k4 = 10.0,
k5 = 0.01, k6 = 0.1, k7 = 20.0. Protein production (right plot) is controlled by a
low population of precursor mRNA (left plot), which causes significant underestimation
errors with DRE. Increasing the upper bounds of finite state expansion consistently
improves the accuracy of the mean estimate. The corrections for species SA and
SB , not reported here (see SI Fig. S5), are similar.
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where the ‘+’ symbol in the re ction denotes multis t union,
and multisets ÷, Â and oÕ œ NS are given componentwise by
÷S = max(0, flS ≠ oS)
ÂS = max(0,max(0, oS ≠ flS) + fiS ≠OS)
oÕS = min(OS ,max(0, oS ≠ flS) + fiS).
Intuitively, for each original reac ion, Eq. (1) considers118
its behavior with respect to each observed configuration JoK.119
Any expanded reaction maintains the same overall counts of120
educts and products as the originating reaction, with a target121
observed configuration JoÕK that results from the addition of122
products and removal of educts within the upper bound O.123
The multisets of original population classes ÷ and Â act as124
bu er pools for configurations that are not explicitly observed.125
An example of such a construction is discussed in detail in126
Fig. 1. Finally, the propensity function fo is derived from that127
of the original reaction f as128
fo : RSO æ R+0 , with fo(x) = xJoK · f(o+ x|S ), [2]129
where, for a given x œ RSO , x|S denotes its projection onto130
the original set of population classes S . This modification131
accounts for the fact that the observed state JoK encodes132
additional population counts, as given by the multiset o.133
Importantly, we prove that such a translation preserves134
the stochastic properties of the RN in the sense f ordi ary135
lumpability of Markov chains (26) (see SI Appendix, SI Text).136
Denoting by Pˆ the probabili y distribution in the expanded137
RN, ordinary lumpability implies that138
P‡(t) =
ÿ
o+›=‡
PˆJoK+›(t), for all t and ‡ œ NS . [3]139
That is, the ME solution for a state ‡ in the original RN will140
exactly correspond to the sum of the ME solutions for all states141
in the expanded RN that track the same overall p pulation142
levels. Furthermore, when the RN is fully expanded, i.e., when143
O = NS , we recover the original ME.144
Although the stochastic behavior of the source RN and any145
expansion are equivalent in this specific sense, their respective146
DREs are not. The target RN has |O| + |S | variables: its147
solution can be interpreted as a corrected estimate of the148
solution of the |S |-variable source DRE.149
Applications150
Schlögl’s mo l. The Schögl model is an extensively studied
tri-molecular scheme (29), given by the RN
A+ 2X k1≠æ 3X +A 3X k2≠æ 2X [4]
B
k3≠æ X +B X k4≠æ ÿ [5]
Here, the parameters k1, k2, k3, k4 are mass-action kinetic151
parameters. The associated propensity function is defined152
in the usual way, by counting the total distinct individual153
reactions that can occur in every state: for a reaction with154
reagents fl and kinetic parameter k, the propensity function155
for state ‡ is thus given by fk(‡) = k
r
SœS
!
‡S
flS
"
.156
The Schlögl model describes an autocatalytic process for157
species X in the presence of reservoirs for chemical species158
A and B which we assume not to vary with time. Overall,159
the scheme results in a one-dimensional RN which only tracks160
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dJnK
dt
=  In<OX{f1(n) + f3(n)}
  In>0{f2(n) + f4(n)}
+ I1nOXf1(n  1)
+ I0nOX 1f2(n+ 1)
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dX
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FIG. 1. The FSE method applied to the Schlögl system.25 (A) Mass-action reactions with kinetic parameters set as follows: k1 = 0.03,
k2 = 0.0001, k3 = 200, k4 = 3.5, taken from Ref. 26. (B) Stochastic simulations show the well-known bimodality of the steady-state probability
distribution of species X . (C) For a given OX , the auxiliary species J0K, J1K, . . . , JOX K, explicitly track discrete population levels. The
original species X acts as buffer which collects untracked populations levels. For example, reaction R1.1 derives from reaction R1 when
the autocatalytic formation of a new molecule occurs when the system tracks the discrete state JOX K, thus requiring to increase the buffer
species X by one element. The coupling between the tracked states and X also occurs within the modified propensity functions. For example,
even when the system tracks a discrete state which does not require buffering (R1.2) the propensity function f1(n) of the reaction effectively
considers an overall kinetics of mass-action type, since the factor k1(X + n)(X + n− 1)/2 models the total rate due to number of possible
collisions between pairs of X + n indistinguishable molecules. Intuitively, the factor JnK conditions these events to the system tracking n
discrete molecules. (D) The original state space counts the number of copies of X . The state space in the expanded network consists of the
pair tracked discrete state/population level of the buffer species, with the probability across all pairs that have the same overall population is
preserved (as exemplified by matching colors of the states). (E) The single-dimensional DRE of the original Schlögl model is expanded into
a DRE with OX +1 variables; an estimate of the tal mean population can be computed by the solution X(t)+∑n n · JnK(t). F) Starting from
a population of 200 elements of X , the original bi-stable DRE converges to one equilibrium at ca. 85.50 (blue line). FSE achieves excellent
agreement with an upp r bound OX = 650.
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FIG. 2. Numerical simulations of the genetic feedback switch in
scheme (7) comparing stochastic simulation, DRE and FSEs for fixed
ODu = ODb = 1 and different upper bounds OP. The resulting DRE
from FSE has 2 ·OP + 2 equations. Kinetic parameters were set as
follows: ru = 1.0, rb = 0.5, k f = 0.1, kb = 1.0, sb = 10.0, su = 0.5.
The initial state is (P,Du,Db) = (0,1,0).
IV. EXAMPLES
The theoretical results presented in the previous section re-
fer to properties of FSE that are related to the master equa-
tion. As discussed, the result of equivalence between the orig-
inal network and the expanded one does not apply, in general,
to the DRE. In this section we use a number of case studies
from the literature to show that FSE can refine the accuracy
of the approximation of mean estimates even with modest ex-
pansions.
Analytical solutions of the master equations for the cho-
sen models are not known, and numerical solutions are diffi-
cult because the models give rise to Markov chains with in-
finite state spaces. For these reasons, we considered ground-
truth mean trajectories computed by stochastic simulation via
Gillespie’s algorithm.2 The numerical experiments herein re-
ported were performed with an implementation of FSE within
the software tool ERODE.27
A. Schlögl model
In the well-known Schlögl system,25 the discrepancy with
respect to the average mean trajectory computed by stochastic
simulation has been observed for a long time.28 The model is
an autocatalytic process for a single species X . This allows
us to provide a fully worked application of our method, as
presented in Figure 1, where all the expansions of the original
four reactions can be compactly written as a function of the
chosen observation bound OX .
The DRE of the original Schlögl model has two equilibrium
points, owing to its strong (cubic) nonlinearity,29 determinis-
tically converging only to one.30 Instead, the DRE of the FSE
has OX + 1 variables, where each variable JnK can be inter-
preted as the probability of the system tracking the discrete
state with n copies of X . With this, increasing upper bounds
can refine the mean estimates.
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FIG. 3. Numerical simulations of the genetic toggle switch in
scheme (8) comparing stochastic simulation, DRE and FSE by fixing
OPA =OPB = 0 while using different upper bounds OM and OS (OM–
OS in short) for the number of copies of MA/MB and SA/SB (as indi-
cated in the legend), respectively. Initial condition was the zero state.
The size of the DRE for the tested choices of upper bounds is equal
to (OM + 1)2 · (OS + 1)2 + 6 (corresponding to 150, 1095 and 2310
equations for OM–OS = 1–5, OM–OS = 2–10, and OM–OS = 2–15,
respectively). Kinetic parameters were chosen as follows: k1 = 0.05,
k2 = 0.1, k3 = 1.0, k4 = 10.0, k5 = 0.01, k6 = 0.1, k7 = 20.0. Protein
production (right plot) is controlled by a low population of precursor
mRNA (left plot), which causes significant underestimation errors
with DRE. Increasing the upper bounds of FSE improves the accu-
racy of the mean estimate. Corrections for species SA and SB, not
reported here, are similar.
B. Genetic feedback switch
Let us now consider a model for a genetic feedback switch
taken from Refs. 31 and 32:
Du
ru−→ Du+P Db su−→ Du+P
Db
rb−→ Db+P Du+P sb−→ Db (7)
Db
kb−→ Du P
k f−→
Species Du and Db represent the state of a single gene when its
promoter region is unbound (respectively, bound) to a protein
P. The reaction propensities obey the law of mass action. This
is a basic model for negative autoregulation, a well-known
motif appearing in more than 40% of the known transcription
factors in E.coli.33 Here, a natural choice of upper bounds for
the gene species is ODu = ODb = 1, by which the DRE of the
expanded network can be interpreted as the solution of the
conditional expectation of the protein population based on the
gene state. Small values of OP yield a significant correction
of the protein levels as well as of the marginal probability dis-
tribution of the gene state (Fig. 2).
C. Genetic toggle switch
The toggle switch network is a fundamental regulatory sys-
tem of two mutually repressing genes.34 Its mathematical
modeling is challenging because of multimodality,22,35 as well
as stochastic noise due to the species such as mRNA present
in low molecular abundances.36 Here we study the reaction
scheme analyzed in Ref. 37, consisting of a mass-action vari-
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ant presented in Ref. 34:
k1−→Mi Mi k2−→ Mi k3−→ Si
Si
k4−→ Si+Pi Si k5−→ Pi k6−→ /0, (8)
Si+M j
k7−→ Si, i, j ∈ {A,B}, i 6= j,
where Mi and Si denote the precursor mRNA and the mRNA
for target protein Pi. The last two reactions model mutual in-
hibition by means of a precursor of one protein repressing the
mRNA of the other.
When protein production is controlled by low populations
of precursor mRNA, the stochastic fluctuations are not ade-
quately approximated with DRE. By explicitly observing few
copies of mRNA (up to tens) our method provides precise es-
timates of the time courses of the mean populations (Fig. 3).
The resulting equations, of size at most 2310 in our tests,
can be analyzed effectively, as opposed to time-consuming
stochastic simulations using hybrid approaches such as those
reported in Ref. 37.
V. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK
Using the models presented in the previous section, here
we compare FSE with state-of-the-art techniques which can
be used to obtain approximate estimates of mean population
levels in stochastic reaction networks. Specifically, we con-
sidered the following methods:
• Moment-closure approximation (MCA). We considered
the second-order low-dispersion moment closure,38,39
in which variance and covariance are the highest ob-
served moments and all higher-order central moments
are set to zero; in all models considered in this paper,
computing approximations with higher-order moments
did not improve the quality of the approximation.
• The effective mesoscopic rate equation (EMRE), which
adds mean-correction terms to the linear-noise approxi-
mation under the assumption of an underlying Gaussian
process.12
• The method of conditional moments (MCM), a hybrid
analytical technique combining a discrete representa-
tion of low-abundance species and a moment-based ap-
proximation of high-abundance ones.14
• Finite state projection (FSP), which truncates the state
space of a Markov chain by redirecting transitions to-
ward unobserved states into an absorbing state with
provable bounds.9
For this study, we used an implementation of the techniques
as available on the software tool CERENA.38
The Schlögl model is known to stress MCA because of
their reported difficulties with multimodal distributions.40,41
Figure 4 shows that MCA behaves similarly to DRE in this
case, while EMRE tends to overestimate the mean population
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FIG. 4. Numerical evaluation of the Schlögl model, comparing
stochastic simulation (100000 repetitions), DRE, MCA, EMRE and
FSE with OX = 650.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of stochastic simulation (500000 repetitions),
DRE, MCA, EMRE, and FSE for species PA/PB of the toggle switch
network. FSE is run with upper bounds OP = 0, OM = 2 and
OS = 10. MCA estimates population levels approaching 75000 (out
of scale in this plot to improve readability) before dropping to zero.
of species X at longer time horizons. Similar results were
obtained on the toggle switch network (Fig. 5). Here we addi-
tionally confirm physically meaningless moment-closure es-
timates due to the presence of low-abundance species, as al-
ready reported in Ref. 20.
In the genetic feedback switch model, species Du and Db
describe the distinct binary states of a single gene. Hence they
represent the natural candidates of the low-abundance class
when applying MCM. On this model, however, the method
could not return valid results as early as time point 0.36. We
further tested a gene regulatory model with an inhibition feed-
back loop taken from Ref. 42, which however showed sim-
ilar difficulties, thus confirming already reported numerical
issues.3 (The numerical results of this analysis, not reported
here, are replicable using the supporting data of this article.)
Defining incoming and outgoing transitions with respect to
the buffer species maintained in the expanded network repre-
sents a crucial difference with FSP, where transitions toward
unobserved state are collapsed into a sink state that absorbs
the probability mass. Experimentally, this results in increased
accuracy of mean estimates by FSE when tracking the same
subset of the state space in both methods (Fig. 6).
The solution by FSP is a lower bound on the true proba-
bility distribution, and increasing the set of observed states
tightens that bound. Instead, although FSE ensures that the
expansion coincides with the master equation when the whole
state space is tracked, it does not give theoretical guarantees
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FIG. 6. Analysis by FSP of the Schlögl model with parameter set-
tings as in Fig. 1 for varying sizes of the tracked state space (as spec-
ified in the legend). For state spaces of equal size as in Fig. 1F (450
and 650), FSE estimates the average population of X more precisely
than finite state projection. In particular, while FSE requires requires
a state space with 650 states to accurately match stochastic simula-
tions, FSP needs 750 states.
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FIG. 7. Non-monotonic accuracy of FSE against stochastic simula-
tion (100000 repetitions) in the Schlögl model with increasing obser-
vation bound OX , using parameters as in Fig. 1.
on the degree of accuracy, nor does it guarantee monotoni-
cally increasing accuracy with larger observation bounds. In-
deed, experimentally we confirmed that monotonicity of the
error is model dependent. For instance, the relative percent-
age error between the mean population predicted by FSE and
the estimated mean by stochastic simulation is not monotonic
in the Schlögl system (Fig. 7), while it is monotonic in the
case of the genetic feedback switch and toggle switch models
(Figs. 8-9).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented finite state expansion (FSE) as a novel
analytical method that offers a trade off between the exactness
of the solution of the master equation and the approximation
errors introduced by the deterministic rate equation (DRE) for
chemical reaction networks. FSE maintains a user-defined
subset of the discrete state space and couples this with whole-
population continuous dynamics to account for the behavior
of states that are not explicitly tracked. By an algorithmic
translation of a chemical reaction network into an expanded
one with auxiliary species and modified reactions, FSE leads
to equations that can be interpreted as a refinements of the
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FIG. 8. (Top) Monotonic behavior of the time-dependent accuracy
of FSE against stochastic simulation (1000000 repetitions) of the ge-
netic feedback switch model for increasing observation bounds of
OP, fixing ODb = ODu = 1. (Bottom) Error behavior in the steady
state (estimated at time point t = 50) shows a significant impact of
explicitly tracking the discrete states Db, Du of the gene.
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FIG. 9. Monotonic behavior of the accuracy of FSE against stochas-
tic simulation (500000 repetitions) of the genetic toggle switch
model for increasing observation bounds of OM and OS at time point
t = 400, representative of steady-state, fixing OP = 0.
original DRE. A theoretical result of asymptotic correctness
increases the confidence as to the effectiveness of the method,
since it shows that the DRE of the expanded network corre-
sponds to the original master equation.
The performance of FSE in correcting the original DRE
when tracking a strict subset of the discrete state space has
been shown numerically in models that turn out to be chal-
lenging for related state-of-the-art techniques. The effective
mesoscopic rate equation relies on perturbation arguments
around the linear-noise approximation, hence it inherently
assumes a limiting regime, unlike FSE. Experimentally, we
found that this resulted in less accurate mean estimates than
FSE. With respect to analytical approximations of the master
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equation based on moment closure, the case studies proved
difficult since the analyses returned unphysical results or ex-
hibited numerical issues, as also reported in the literature.
The use of buffer species makes it possible for FSE to out-
perform finite state projection when using the same observa-
tion bounds for the tracked state space, because with FSE the
probability mass does not absorb into a sink state. However,
this inhibits the possibility to obtain error bounds between the
FSE solution and the original master equation, unlike with fi-
nite state projection. Still, numerically we found excellent
accuracy when the observed state space is large enough, both
during the transient evolution and in the steady state. Overall,
these findings make FSE a useful tool to study chemical reac-
tion networks for which exact stochastic analysis through the
master equation is not accessible.
Despite these encouraging results, the applicability of FSE
may not always be feasible. Since it is based on an enumera-
tion of the discrete state space—albeit up to the given obser-
vation bound—it too may suffer from combinatorial complex-
ity, such that the number of equations can grow rapidly large.
If significant probability mass falls outside the tracked state
space, the performance of FSE may not be adequate, as the
Schlögl system shows when small enough bounds are used.
There are a number of methods that are worth investigat-
ing in the future in order to tackle these challenges. Model-
reduction techniques could help reduce the computational cost
of the analysis of the DRE by providing a lower-order approx-
imation that preserves the dynamics of interest.43 In princi-
ple, there might be other expansions than the one presented
here, which give rise to different correction behavior of the
DRE while still preserving the stochastic dynamics. A fur-
ther line of improvement might consist in devising variants
of FSE where the tracked state space can be arbitrarily fixed,
instead of being dependent on an upper bound for the popula-
tion counts. This might allow the fine-tuning of the choice of
the discrete region where the probability mass is mostly con-
centrated. For such expansions, smaller observation bounds
(hence lower computational cost) may suffice to obtain the
same degree of accuracy as in this paper, thus potentially ex-
tending the practical applicability of FSE to models of higher
complexity.
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Appendix A: Proofs of statements
Theorem 1
Let P and Pˆ denote the solutions of the master equation in
the original and expanded network, respectively. Then it holds
that
∑
o+ξ=σ
PˆJoK+ξ (0) = Pσ (0) =⇒ ∑
o+ξ=σ
PˆJoK+ξ (t) = Pσ (t),
for all t.
Proof. We prove the following equivalence for the derivatives
of the solutions of the respective master equations
∑
o+ξ=σ
dPˆJoK+ξ
dt
=
dPσ
dt
for all σ ∈ NS ,
from which the statement holds under the assumption of con-
sistent initial conditions.
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∑
o+ξ=σ
dPˆJoK+ξ
dt
= ∑
o+ξ=σ
∑
(JεK+η) fε−→(Jo′K+ψ)∈RO
(
fε(JoK+ξ + JεK+η− Jo′K−ψ)PˆJoK+ξ+JεK+η−Jo′K−ψ − fε(JoK+ξ ) · PˆJoK+ξ)
= ∑
o+ξ=σ
 ∑
(JεK+η) fε−→(JoK+ψ)∈RO
fε(JεK+ξ +η−ψ) · PˆJεK+ξ+η−ψ − ∑
(JoK+η) fo−→(Jo′K+ψ)∈RO
fo(JoK+ξ ) · PˆJoK+ξ

= ∑
(JεK+η) fε−→(JoK+ψ)∈RO
o+ξ=σ
fε(JεK+ξ +η−ψ) · PˆJεK+ξ+η−ψ − ∑
(JoK+η) fo−→(Jo′K+ψ)∈RO
o+ξ=σ
fo(JoK+ξ ) · PˆJoK+ξ
= ∑
(JεK+η) fε−→(JoK+ψ)∈RO
ε+ξ+η−ψ=σ−(o+ψ)+(ε+η)
f (ε+ξ +η−ψ) · (JεK+ξ +η−ψ)JεK︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
·PˆJεK+ξ+η−ψ+
− ∑
(JoK+η) fo−→(Jo′K+ψ)∈RO
o+ξ=σ
f (o+ξ ) · (JoK+ξ )JoK︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
·PˆJoK+ξ
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
ε+ξ+η−ψ=σ−pi+ρ
f (ε+ξ +η−ψ) · PˆJεK+ξ+η−ψ − ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
o+ξ=σ
f (σ) · PˆJoK+ξ
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
f (σ −pi+ρ) ·Pσ−pi+ρ − ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
f (σ) ·Pσ
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
(
f (σ −pi+ρ) ·Pσ−pi+ρ − f (σ) ·Pσ
)
=
dPσ
dt
.
Lemma 2
The expansion of a well-defined reaction network is well-
defined.
Proof. Let ρ f−→ pi be a reaction of a well-defined network andJoK+η fo−→ Jo′K+ψ its expansion according to Eq. (3). Let us
take z ∈ NSO such that (JoK+η)* z and separately consider
the two cases for which this holds. If JoK /∈ z, then propen-
sity function fo in the expanded reaction is equal to zero by
definition, keeping with the requirement for the reaction be-
ing well-defined. If η * z, then we have that (ρ 	 o) * z|S
because ρ and o are both members of NS . This implies that
ρ * (o+ z|S ), and since, the reaction is well-defined we have
that f (o+ z|S ) = 0, from which fo(z) = 0.
Lemma 3
Let ρ f−→ pi be a reaction and JoK+η fo−→ Jo′K+ψ its expan-
sion according to Eq. (3). Then it holds that:
1. (o+η)	 (o′+ψ) = ρ	pi;
2. (o′+ψ)	 (o+η) = pi	ρ;
3. σ 	 (o+η) + (o′+ψ) = σ 	 ρ + pi , for all σ ∈ NS
such that (o+η)⊆ σ .
Proof. For case (1):
(o+η)	 (o′+ψ) =(o+(ρ	o))	 ((O∧ (o	ρ+pi)
+((o	ρ+pi)	O))
=(o+(ρ	o))	 (o	ρ+pi)
=(ρ+(o	ρ))	 ((o	ρ)+pi)
= ρ	pi.
For case (2):
(o′+ψ)	 (o+η) =((O∧ (o	ρ+pi)+((o	ρ+pi)	O))
	 (o+(ρ	o))
=(o	ρ+pi)	 (o+(ρ	o))
=((o	ρ)+pi)	 (ρ+(o	ρ))
= pi	ρ.
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For case (3):
σ 	ρ+pi = σ 	 (ρ	pi)+(pi	ρ)
= σ 	 ((o+η)	 (o′+ψ))+(o′+ψ)	 (o+η)
= σ 	 ((o+η)	 ((o+η)∧ (o′+ψ)))
+(o′+ψ)	 ((o+η)∧ (o′+ψ)) (A1)
= σ 	 (o+η)+((o+η)∧ (o′+ψ))
+(o′+ψ)	 ((o+η)∧ (o′+ψ)) (A2)
= σ 	 (o+η)+(o′+ψ)+((o+η)∧ (o′+ψ))
	 ((o+η)∧ (o′+ψ))
= σ 	 (o+η)+(o′+ψ),
where Eq. (A2) follows from Eq. (A1) because of the rela-
tions:
o+η ≤ σ and (o+η)≥ (o+η)∧ (o′+ψ)≤ (o′+ψ).
Theorem 4
Consider a well-defined reaction network (S ,R) and let
(SO,RO) be its expansion where
SO =S ∪
{JoK | o ∈ NS } .
Let X(t) be the DRE solution of the expanded network and
P(t) the solution of the master equation of the original net-
work at time t. Then it holds that:
i) if XS(0) = 0 then XS(t) = 0 for all t and S ∈S ;
ii) if XJoK(0) = Po(0) then XJoK(t) = Po(t), for all t and o ∈
NS .
Proof. Case i). This statement holds if, whenever XS(t) = 0,
then dXS(t)dt = 0 for all S ∈ S . The DRE for the expanded
reaction network can be written as follows:
dXS
dt
= ∑
ρ
fo−→pi∈RO
(piS−ρS) · fo(X), for all S ∈S . (A3)
Since o ∈NS , every expanded reaction JoK+η fo−−→ Jo′K+ψ
will be such that ψS = 0 for each S ∈ S , hence piS = 0 in
Eq. (A3). Let us now assume toward a contradiction that
dXS(t)
dt 6= 0 for XS(t) = 0. This must hold only if both ρS 6= 0
and fo(X(t)) 6= 0 for a reaction ρ fo−→ pi ∈RO expanded from
ρ ′ f−→ pi ′ ∈R. For a given auxiliary species JoK, the propen-
sity function is in the form fo(X(t)) = XJoK(t) · f (o+X|S (t)).
Since XS(t) = 0 for each S ∈ S this reduces to fo(X(t)) =
XJoK(t) · f (o). As the reaction network is well-defined, f (o)>
0 implies that ρ ′ ≤ o. In this case, from Eq. (4) it follows
that ρ must be in the form ρ = JoK+ /0, that is, ρS = 0 for all
S ∈S , closing this case by contradiction.
Case ii). For each JoK, the DRE can be written as:
dXJoK
dt
= ∑
(JεK+ρ) fε−→(JoK+ξ )∈RO
fε(X)
− ∑
(JoK+ξ ) fo−→(Jo′K+pi)∈RO
fo(X)
= ∑
(JεK+ρ) fε−→(JoK+ξ )∈RO
XJεK · f (ε+X|S )
− ∑
(JoK+ξ ) fo−→(Jo′K+pi)∈RO
XJoK · f (o+X|S ).
Since XS = 0 and the expanded reaction network is well-
defined by Proposition 2, this simplifies to:
dXJoK
dt
= ∑
(JεK+ /0) fε−→(JoK+ /0)∈RO
XJεK · f (ε+ /0)
− ∑
(JoK+ /0) fo−→(Jo′K+ /0)∈RO
XJoK · f (o+ /0)
= ∑
(JεK+ /0) fε−→(JoK+ /0)∈RO
XJεK · f (ε)
− ∑
(JoK+ /0) fo−→(Jo′K+ /0)∈RO
XJoK · f (o).
The summations in the above equation can be written in terms
of reactions of the original network as follows:
dXJoK
dt
= ∑
(JεK+ /0) fε−→(JoK+ /0)∈RO
XJεK · f (ε)
− ∑
(JoK+ /0) fo−→(Jo′K+ /0)∈RO
XJoK · f (o)
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
o=ε	ρ+pi
XJεK · f (ε) − ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
o′=o	ρ+pi
XJoK · f (o)
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
ε=o+ρ−pi
XJεK · f (ε) − ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
XJoK · f (o)
= ∑
ρ
f−→pi∈R
(
f (o−pi+ρ) ·XJo−pi+ρK − f (o) ·XJoK),
from which the claim follows by noting that substituting vari-
able name XJσK with Pσ , for all σ ∈ NS , precisely gives the
original master equation.
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